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SUMMARY

Rats’ large whiskers (macrovibrissae) are used to
explore their nearby environment, typically using
repetitive protraction-retraction ‘‘whisking’’ motions
that are coordinated with head and body movements
[1–8]. Once objects are detected, the rat can further
explore the object tactually by using both the macro-
vibrissae and an array of shorter, stationary microvi-
brissae on the chin, as well as by using the lips
[9–11]. When touch occurs during whisking, a fast re-
flexive response, termeda touch-inducedpump (TIP),
maybe triggered. During a TIP, thewhisker slightly re-
tracts and protracts again, doubling the number of
pressure onsets per contact. In head-fixed rats, TIPs
occur in �25% of the contacts [12]. Here we report
that the occurrence of TIPs depends strongly on
attention, indicatedbyhead-turning towardanobject:
when rats intended to explore an object, either after
encountering it during free exploration or when
expecting its existence, the probability of a TIP
increased from <30% to >65% without an increase
in TIP latency. TIP regulation was unilateral and
specific to the attended object; when two objects
were palpated bilaterally simultaneously, TIP proba-
bility increased to >65% and decreased to <20% for
contacts with the apparently-attended and appar-
ently-unattended object, respectively. A data-driven
computationalmodel indicates that attentional gating
could not be triggered by object contact, due to tem-
poral constraints; rather, it could be based on a nor-
mally enabled or whisking-triggered scheme. Taken
together, our results suggest that object-related
attention regulates contact dynamics by gating the
operation of a brainstem motor-sensory-motor loop
and that this regulation is optimized for fast reaction.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We analyzed the behavior of three rats that were freely exploring

an arena containing one or two objects (Figure 1A; see STAR

Methods). The objects were placed at random positions that

were altered every two to three trials. Each trial (n = 82) was

divided into several ‘‘encountering episodes’’ according to the

number of times the rat initiated exploration of an object (total

of 155 episodes). The first encountering episode of an object in

a trial was termed the ‘‘first episode,’’ and any later encountering

episode of the already-explored object was termed a ‘‘late

episode.’’ In the following analysis, each episode consisted of

a ‘‘pre-contact period,’’ during which the rat explored the arena

without touching any object, followed by a ‘‘contact period,’’ dur-

ing which the rat explored at least one object. Rats’ behaviors

were quantified by measuring head and whisker trajectories

with respect to the objects (Figure 1B).

Head Turnings toward Objects
Object detection is often signaled by rapid head turning toward

the object, turning that can be assumed to reflect a rapid shift

of the rat’s attention toward the detected object [2, 13, 14]. In

our data, the average probability of observing head turning

toward an object (HTO; STAR Methods) during first episodes

before the first contact was PHTO = 0.06. This probability

increased abruptly to 0.54 immediately (<50 ms) after the first

whisker-object contact (HTO1; STAR Methods) in first episodes

(Figure 1C; p < 10�5, t test; n = 61 episodes; see STARMethods:

Method Details, ‘‘HTO1 analysis’’).

Thus, in accordance with the literature, we consider HTO1 to

be an orienting response [13] that indicates a shift in the rat’s

attention toward an object, and we base our analysis on this

occurrence. Note that the converse—that attention necessarily

involves HTO or HTO1—is not assumed here.

TIP Generation Dynamics
Whisking kinematics can be approximated as a modulated sin-

ewave [15–20]. One of the major modulations of whisking kine-

matics is a rapid cycle of retraction-protraction appearing during

the fundamental protraction period; these rapid cycles are

termed ‘‘pumps’’ [4]. TIPs are a specific class of pumps that

occur in response to contact, with delays (in head-fixed rats) of

18.1 ± 5.8 ms (mean ± SD) after contact [12]. In addition to the

TIP response being limited to the ipsilateral side (see [12]), these

short delays constrain the mechanism generating TIPs to be

based in brainstem sensory-motor pathways [21], most likely in

pathways activating retracting extrinsic muscles [22].

We examined the occurrence of TIPs during behavior as a func-

tion of fluctuations in attention, as determined by encounterswith,

and head turns toward, objects. All TIPs observed in this study

occurred during protraction (313 out of 568 protractions with ob-

ject contact), and none occurred during retraction (0 out of 52
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retractions with object contact) (Movies S1 and S2). TIPswere not

necessarily triggered by contact with objects. In most late epi-

sodes and in some first episodes, TIPs were already generated

during contacts with the floor before the first contact with the

object (see STARMethods). In the following sections, we analyze

both object-triggered (‘‘oTIPs’’) and floor-triggered (‘‘fTIPs’’) TIPs.

An example of whisker trajectories during an encountering

episode is depicted in Figure 1D; an fTIP before object contact

is followedby two oTIPs in each of the three fully trackedwhiskers

on the left side of the snout. In all consequent analyses, TIPs were

computed as the mean trajectory of all fully tracked whiskers on

the relevant side (e.g., inset in Figure 1D).

While exploring single objects in first episodes, rats generated

more TIPs in contacts that followed the HTO1 than before it. On

average, the probability of generating a TIP (PTIP; defined as prob-

ability per cycle) was low before the first contact, remained low

upon first contact, and increased only and immediately after

HTO1 (PTIP before/after the first contact refers to fTIPs/oTIPs; Fig-

ures 2A and 2C). The probability of generating the first TIP imme-

diately followingHTO1was significantly larger than theprobability

of generating it during the first contact (PTIP = 0.74 versus PTIP =

0.29, respectively; p =0.0004, n= 19andn=51episodes, respec-

tively; STAR Methods: Method Details; Table S3; Figure 2D). In

contrast to first episodes, high levels of PTIP were already

observed during first contacts of late episodes (PTIP = 0.71, n =

24 episodes; STAR Methods: Method Details; Table S3; Figures

2B and 2E). During late episodes, PTIP was already relatively

high during the pre-contact period and gradually increased

toward the first contact (Figure 2F). While pre-contact and

first-contact PTIP levels differed between first and late episodes,
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Figure 1. The Experimental Apparatus and

Head and Whisker Motion Analyses

(A) The experimental apparatus (see STAR

Methods).

(B) Quantification of head-object relationships. The

angle between the midline axis of the head and the

line connecting the tip of the snout (yellow dot) with

a point marking the object (the closest vertex of a

cube or the center of a cylinder) was defined as

the angle between the head and the object (qHO);

positive angles represent objects to the right of

the snout. DHo, the distance (mm) between the tip

of the snout and the point marking the object.

(C) Distribution of HTO latencies upon the first

whisker-object contact during first episodes (n = 61

episodes). Raster plot (top; times of all HTOs in each

episode are marked relative to first-contact onset

time) and histogram (bottom; 50ms bins) are shown.

(D) An exemplary trace of individual whiskers (left

C1-3) before averaging. The full averaged trace is

presented in Figure 2B. Inset: a higher-resolution

example of an oTIP (averaged trace).

TIP-generation latency was preserved

(16.62±3.77versus15.33±3.36ms infirst

(n = 16) versus late (n = 18) episodes; p =

0.3, t test; STARMethods:MethodDetails;

Table S3; Figure 2G).

To rule out the possibility that the TIP-

HTO1 relation in first episodes is simply

a vestibular effect independent of attention, we also analyzed

TIP probability during the cycle that immediately followed

HTOs that occurred during the pre-contact period (‘‘pre-contact

HTOs’’; see STAR Methods: Method Details, ‘‘pre-contact HTO

PTIP’’; Table S3). In these cases, TIP generation was triggered

by whisker-floor contacts. The PTIP following pre-contact

HTOs was significantly lower than the PTIP following HTO1s

(PTIP = 0.29 versus PTIP = 0.74, respectively; p = 0.0004, n =

34 and n = 19 first episodes, respectively), implying that

the strong TIP-HTO1 relation is not simply a vestibular effect

independent of attention.

Simultaneous Contacts with Two Objects
In 53 episodes, the rat was simultaneously touching two objects

(e.g., Figures 3A and 3B and Movie S3). In episodes in which

head turn toward one object occurred while simultaneously

touching both objects, whisker motion on both sides was

analyzed (n = 43 episodes; STAR Methods: Method Details). In

these cases, the rat was either approaching the newly touched

(‘‘new’’) object while moving away from the already-inspected

(‘‘old’’) one (n = 32) or continuing to approach the old object, pre-

sumably ignoring the new one (n = 11). In the following, we refer to

the approached object, new or old, as the ‘‘attended’’ object, and

to the other as the ‘‘unattended’’ one.

PTIP in whiskers on the side touching the attended object was

significantly higher than that in whiskers on the side touching the

unattended object (0.69 versus 0.20, p = 0.00002, n = 35 and

n = 35; Table S3; Figure 3C). The transition of PTIP between the

two objects was sharp: PTIP decreased sharply for the unat-

tended object and increased sharply for the attended object
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immediately after the HTO1 toward the attended object (Fig-

ure 3D). Importantly, the difference in PTIP between the attended

and unattended objects did not result from a difference in snout-

object distance (Table S5).

Additional TIP Characteristics
PTIP (in macrovibrissae) was high only when the macrovibrissae

were the sole source of tactile information about the attended

object. In many cases, palpation with the macrovibrissae

continued also when the rat touched the object with its lips

and cheek (e.g., Movie S4). In these cases (n = 23 episodes;

STAR Methods: Method Details), PTIP (0.13) did not significantly

deviate from its baseline level (0.29 [n = 51 first episodes],

p = 0.06, binomial test; Table S3).

While first-contact oTIPs were mostly generated in late epi-

sodes, these were also generated, at a lower probability, in first
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Figure 2. Palpation Behavior during First and Late Episodes

(A and B) Examples of a first (A; Movie S1) and a late (B; Movie S2) episode with object palpation. The average trajectory of all simultaneously tracked whiskers on

the same side (right C1-2 in A and left C1-3 in B; see Figure 1D) is presented. Whisker-object contacts and whisker-floor contacts are indicated by bold cyan and

bold black, respectively. All detected fTIPs and oTIPs are marked (black and cyan arrow tips, respectively). DHO and qHO (see Figure 1B) are presented (A and B

bottom, blue and cyan, respectively). All HTOs and HTO1 are marked by an asterisk and an arrow, respectively. Note that the HTOs occurred during the pre-

contact period.

(C) PTIP as a function of whisking cycle ordering relative to the contacting cycle during first episodes (n = 41; STAR Methods: Method Details). Negative whisking

cycles represent cycles prior to the contact with the object and reflect fTIPs. Arrow marks the inter-contact interval in which HTO1 occurred.

(D) In first episodes, the probability of generating the first TIP during the first contact cycle and the cycle that immediately followed HTO1.

(E) PTIP during the first contact cycle of first and late episodes.

(F) Same as (C), for late episodes (n = 26; STAR Methods: Method Details).

(G) Distributions of TIP-onset latency (from contact onset) during first contacts of first (n = 16) and late (n = 18) episodes (compared using t test).

See also Tables S1, S2, S3, and S6.
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episodes (e.g., Figure 4A). The generation of first-contact oTIPs

in first episodes was related to whisker motion during the pre-

ceding whisking cycle: first-contact oTIPs could be preceded

by double-pump (DP; see STAR Methods), fTIP, or smooth pro-

traction (see STAR Methods) in the cycle preceding contact.

First-contact PTIP was significantly higher following fTIPs than

following smooth protractions (0.74 versus 0.33, p < 0.05,

n = 19 and n = 15; Figure 4B). The reverse dependency was

also significant: PTIP of fTIPs was significantly higher than pre-

contact smooth protractions when followed by first contacts

with oTIPs (0.74 versus 0.26, p = 0.002, n = 19 and n = 19;

STAR Methods: Method Details; Table S3). In addition, while

the duration and amplitude of fTIPs were similar to those of

first-contact oTIPs (p > 0.19), those of DPs were significantly

larger (p < 0.001, t tests; Figure 4C). The tight coupling between

pre-contact fTIPs and first-contact oTIPs, and their similar dy-

namics, supports switching to an attentive state that enables

TIP occurrence upon any contact.

TIPs are often clustered across whisking cycles [12, 22]. The

above observations are evident for all TIPs, regardless of their

clustering context (Tables S1 and S2). Computational modeling

predicts the occurrence of multiple TIPs within a single cycle in

certain conditions [22]; our data confirm these predictions

(Figure S1).

Possible Mechanisms for TIP Regulation
Our results demonstrate a significant increase in PTIP following

the first HTO1 in a trial (Figures 2C–2E). In addition, they

display a lower PTIP during pre-HTO1 cycles of first episodes

than during pre-contact cycles of late episodes (Figure 2C

versus Figure 2F). These results are consistent with TIPs being

primarily associated with expected contacts. Importantly,

however, not all expected contacts induced TIPs; these were

primarily induced upon contacts with presumably attended

objects (Figures 3C and 3D). The emerging hypothesis is

thus that TIPs occur primarily when the vibrissal system in-

tends to explore an object. Being in such a state enables

TIP occurrence upon floor contacts as well (Figures 2B, 3B,

and 4A, bold black).

WehaveusedStatechartmodeling [23] in order to test possible

schemes for such attentive control, whose major constraint was

to preserve the fast reaction time of TIPs (�16ms; Figure 2G).We

examined three schemes in which our brainstem model [22], a

model that automatically generates TIPs at the correct latency

following every whisker-object contact, can be modulated by

attention in a manner that is consistent with our observations.

Interestingly, the most straightforward scheme, in which

A

B

C D

Figure 3. Palpation Behavior during Simultaneous Contacts with
Two Objects

(A) The experimental setup. Two objects (cylinder and cube) were placed close

enough to allow simultaneous contacts of contralateral whiskers with both.

(B) The trajectory of the most-caudal whisker on both the right (magenta) and

left (cyan) sides of the snout are presented (top) (Movie S3). Contact of the

whiskers with the cube and cylinder objects are indicated by bold cyan and

bold magenta, respectively, and with the floor by bold black. Contact with an

object with the back of the whiskers is indicated by ‘‘x.’’ All detected fTIPs and

oTIPs against the cube and cylinder are marked (black, cyan, and magenta

arrow tips, respectively). DHO and qHO (see Figure 1B) are presented for both

objects (middle and bottom). HTOs and HTO1 are marked by an asterisk and

an arrow, respectively.

(C) The probability of generating a TIP (PTIP) on both sides of the snout during

the first cycle of simultaneous contacts with two objects that immediately

followed a head turn (HTO1) toward one of them (n = 35).

(D) Each bar shows the PTIP for the unattended and attended objects during

the ith contact cycle, where i = 1 is the contact cycle that immediately followed

the head turn toward the attended object (n = 43 episodes; STAR Methods:

Method Details). There was not enough data to estimate the probabilities for

the attended objects during the pre-HTO1 cycles.

See also Tables S1, S2, S3, and S5.
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Figure 4. Pre-contact Kinematics and Possible TIP-Regulation Schemes

(A) Example of a first episode with an object that followed a pre-contact cycle with fTIP. The average trajectory of all trackedwhiskers on the right side of the snout

(C1-2) are presented (top). Whisker-object contacts and whisker-floor contacts are indicated by bold cyan and bold black, respectively. All detected fTIPs and

oTIPs are marked (black and cyan arrow tips, respectively). DHO and qHO (see Figure 1B) are presented (bottom). HTOs and HTO1 are marked by an asterisk and

an arrow, respectively.

(B) TIP probability (PTIP) during the first contact cycle of an episode, given fTIPs or smooth protraction during the preceding pre-contact cycle. The analyses

include both first and late episodes (n = 34 episodes).

(C) Comparison of the kinematics (top, retraction duration; bottom, amplitude) of DPs (left, n = 12 episodes) and fTIPs (right, n = 17 episodes) versus oTIPs. DP or

fTIP kinematics during the last pre-contact cycle were compared with the first oTIP (paired t tests).

(D and E) Plausible TIP-regulation schemes. A higher circuit regulates brainstem loop-mediated TIP generation [22] using whisking-dependent (D) or whisking-

independent (E) attentional gating of the BS loop (see STAR Methods: Method Details). Lack of attention is indicated here by att, a signal that is active in non-

attentive conditions; other implementations are possible as well.

(D) Lack of attention (att) disables a whisking-dependent (W) gating (gate) of TIP response.

(E) Lack of attention (att) directly disables TIP response. In both schemes, whisker-object contacts can change the rat’s attentiveness mode (not shown; see

STAR Methods: Method Details). Dashed lines indicate pathways that are yet to be identified anatomically.

(legend continued on next page)
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attentional switching occurs upon object contact, was ruled out

based on temporal constraints (STARMethods: Method Details).

In contrast, two other schemes could preserve the observed

short TIP delays while being consistent with the manner of atten-

tional control observedhere. In one of them, attentional switching

occurs upon whisker-protraction onset (wGATE+, Figure 4D). In

the other, the TIP ‘‘gate’’ is normally open and is inhibited by a

lackof attention (GATE�, Figure 4E) (STARMethods:MethodDe-

tails). These results indicate that simple multiple-loop architec-

tures can implement attentive control of low-level reflex loops

without impairing their fast reaction time.

Although both proposed schemes are consistent with the ex-

isting data, their predicted behaviors differ for specific contact

coordinate ranges (see simulation results in Figures 4F and

4G). Within the range of whisking amplitudes that can be simu-

lated accurately [19], contacts that are proximal to the snout

and that occur at small azimuthal angles (from the whisker’s

resting angle) are expected to induce TIPs at shorter latencies

with the GATE� scheme (Figure 4G). Future examination of the

dependency of TIP’s latency on these specific combinations of

azimuthal contact angles and radial distances can distinguish

between these two schemes.

Overall, our results are consistent with TIPs being primarily

associated with expected contacts and intentional object explo-

ration. When expecting objects, TIPs are globally enabled prior

to and during contact; after detecting one or more objects, TIPs

are enabled only for contacts with the currently-attended ob-

ject. Thus, consistent with previous conjectures [12, 22], our re-

sults suggest that TIP generation is state-ruled: the system

switches between TIPs being enabled or not, a switching that

is done separately for each side of the snout. This state-ruled

process is shown to be implementable in the vibrissal system

by a hierarchical loop network, in which the brainstem loop is

gated by a higher loop in a way that does not increase its reac-

tion time. Our data suggest that such top-down regulation

serves the attentional preferences of the rat: attending a spe-

cific object ‘‘opens the TIPs’ gate’’ for contacts against that ob-

ject while closing the TIPs’ gate for contacts with other objects.

This is consistent with a view in which, at least in rodents, atten-

tion is integral to the sensorimotor circuits and is associated

with preparing to move the sensor toward a selected object or

location [13, 14, 24, 25]. In addition, the current results strongly

suggest that TIPs are important components of object palpa-

tion, as they are enabled during attentive palpation. Why they

are important, and what their functional uses are, remain to be

studied.

Conclusions
We show that the fastest-known sensory-motor feedback pro-

cess in the vibrissal system, the TIP reflex, functions under atten-

tional control. When the rat intends to explore an object, either

when encountering it during exploration or when expecting it, a

fast TIP response is enabled. Our Statechart modeling captures

the TIP behavior and its attentional control and suggests a plau-

sible biological architecture in which its response dynamics are

not impaired. The observed preference of the vibrissal system

to allow TIPs when attentively exploring an object may be indic-

ative of a perceptual function of TIPs.
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(F and G) Latencies of the TIPs generated by the plausible TIP-regulation schemes. The average latency of TIP onset time during large (F, 7�–12�) and small
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STAR+METHODS

KEY RESOURCES TABLE

CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Ehud Ahissar (ehud.

ahissar@weizmann.ac.il).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

The whisking patterns of albino Wistar male rats (n = 3), aged 3-6 months, were measured. All whiskers were trimmed, except for

one row (C-row) on each side of the snout. This configuration was chosen to simplify the tracking and analysis of whisker motion.

On the day prior to behavioral recording, trimmed whiskers were clipped close to the skin (�1 mm) under Dormitor anesthesia

(0.05 ml/100 g, S.C.).

Experimental Apparatus
Behavioral experiments were performed in a darkened, quiet room. The behavioral apparatus consisted of a holding cage (25 cm

width, 35 cm length, 29.5 cm height), with a small door (6.9 cm height, 6 cm width), through which the rats could emerge into the

experimental area (18 cm x 20 cm) [26](Figure 1A). Both the holding cage and the experimental area were fixed approximately

15 cm above the surface of a table. The experimental area consisted of a Perspex plate with 1–2 objects (Perspex cubes and cylin-

ders) placed on it. The location of the objects was altered between trials. The Perspex plate was back-lit by an IR-lamp (880 nmwave-

length, 23 cm x 23 cm, Metaphase). The experimental area was filmed from above by a high-speed, high-resolution camera (12803

1024 pix, 500 fps, CL60062, Optronics). An in-house program (E. Segre, Weizmann Institute) triggered the high-speed camera when-

ever the rat emerged from the holding cage into the experimental area. Video recording stopped when the rat returned to the holding

cage.

Behavioral Context
An experimental session consisted of recording an untrained animal’s whisking behavior whenever the rat was in the experimental

area, over a period of 30–120 min. Preceding a session, the animal was placed in the holding cage for a 15 min acclimation period.

During the acclimation period, the door of the holding cagewas blocked. The experimental session beganwith unblocking the door to

allow the animal to leave the holding cage and explore the experimental area at will. Each trial started with the rat moving from the

holding cage to the experimental area, and ended with the rat going back into the holding cage. The length of the experimental ses-

sion varied, depending on the animal’s behavior and the amount of recorded video. The experimenter’s interference and contact with

the animal were minimized during the experimental session, and there was no interference or contact while the animal was in the

experimental area. All experimental protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Weizmann

Institute of Science.

METHOD DETAILS

Video Analysis and Encountering Episodes
All raw video records were analyzed visually by two independent observers; periods with sufficient visual quality were also quanti-

tatively analyzed using the BIOTACT Whisker Tracking Tool after low-pass filtering at 60 Hz [http://bwtt.sourceforge.net; [27]). All

untrimmed whiskers were individually tracked. The trajectories of all unilateral whiskers that were fully tracked throughout each in-

spected time period were averaged for quantitative analysis. Each trial (n = 82 in total for all 3 rats together) was divided into several

‘‘encountering episodes’’, each including a ‘‘contact period’’, defined as a period during which the rat focused its whisking on an

object and continuously whisked on that object with no whisking cycle without contact, preceded by a ‘‘pre-contact period’’, during

which the rat explored the arena without touching any object. The first encountering episode with an object on a trial was termed the
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‘‘first episode’’ and any later encountering episode of the already-explored object was termed a ‘‘late episode’’. For both first- and

late episodes, the switching from pre-contact- to contact period was upon protraction-onset of the first contact cycle between at

least one whisker and the inspected object(s). First-contact time was defined as contact-onset time of the whisker(s) that touched

the object(s) first (and see ‘‘Determination of first-contact onset time’’). In episodes in which only one object was inspected, the tra-

jectories of only the whiskers on the side that touched the object first were analyzed, and in episodes in which two objects were in-

spected simultaneously the trajectories of the whiskers on both sides of the snout were analyzed. The contact period endedwhen the

rat moved away from at least one of the inspected objects and the whiskers on the analyzed side no longer touched the object(s).

Head Motion
Headmotion was tracked continuously and was quantified by two variables: head-object distance, DHO, and the change in head-ob-

ject angle (qHO), i.e., rotational velocity, uHO (Figure 1B). Two lines were used to quantify both variables: (1) the line connecting the tip

of the snout and the inspected object (Figure 1B, solid black line), and (2) the line connecting the tip- and the center of the snout

(Figure 1B, dashed gray line). The length of the first of these was defined as the head-object distance, DHO, and the temporal deriv-

ative of the absolute angle between the two lines defined the rotational velocity of the head relative to the object, uHO. Points along

the trajectory of head motion were classified as ‘‘head turning toward an object’’ (HTO) when DHO decreased and uHO was one

standard deviation above the mean of uHO (56�/sec; uHO was normally distributed). The first HTO that occurred following the first

whisker-object contact during an episode was classified as ‘‘HTO1’’.

Whisker Motion
Whisker protraction was classified as either ‘‘smooth protraction’’, ‘‘double-pump’’ (DP), or ‘‘touch-induced pump’’ (TIP), depending

on the existence of contact and on the angular acceleration during whisker protraction. Whisker protraction was classified as DP (or

TIP) if there was a period of negative angular acceleration during free-air (or during whisker-object contact) protraction that was pre-

ceded and followed by positive angular acceleration [28]. Whisker-floor contacts were identified when: (a) the tip of at least one

whisker bent significantly, (b) the whisker(s) stopped protracting, and (c) the distance between the tip of the snout and the center

of the snout (Figure 1B, red dot) decreased. Whisker motion that was not classified as either a DP or a TIP was classified as smooth

protraction. Similar definitions, with reversed movement directions, were used for retraction periods.

Determination of First-Contact Onset Time
The criteria for defining the time of first contact were: the first frame during whisker protraction in which at least one of the whiskers on

the touching side fulfilled all of the following: (1) changed its curvature, and (2) slowed down. Range of error estimation of first-contact

time was 1-7 ms, with median and IQR of 4 and 2 ms, respectively (Table S6).

Inclusion Criteria for Video Analyses
Pre-contact HTO PTIP Analysis

(1) The episode included a pre-contact period; (2) this pre-contact period included an HTO (‘‘pre-contact HTO’’); (3) the whisking cy-

cle that immediately followed the pre-contact HTO included a whisker-floor contact; (4) the episode was the first episode in a trial (for

better comparison with the TIP-HTO1 relation); (5) whisker motion during the analyzed contact cycle was unambiguous. Accordingly,

out of 58 potential pre-contact HTOs, 34 were included in the analysis.

HTO1 Analysis

(1) The episode included a pre-contact period; (2) the rat was touching only one object during the contact period; (3) the first whisker-

object contact cycle was unambiguous. Accordingly, out of 115 and 40 potential first- and late episodes, 61 and 40, respectively,

were included in this analysis.

First-Contact PTIP Analysis

(1-3) as in HTO1 analysis; (4) the first whisker-object contact occurred during protraction; (5) whisker motion during the first contact

cycle was unambiguous. Accordingly, out of the 61 and 40 potential first- and late episodes that were included in the HTO1 analysis,

51 and 24, respectively, were included in this analysis.

First-Contact TIP Latency Analysis

(1-5) as in first-contact PTIP analysis; (6) first- and late episodes included a first-contact TIP. Accordingly, out of the 51 and 24 po-

tential first- and late episodes that were included in the first-contact PTIP analysis, 16 and 18, respectively, were included in this

analysis.

HTO1 PTIP Analysis

(1-4) as in first-contact PTIP analysis; (5) the contact period included an HTO1. Note that these were always generated following the

first contact, by definition; (6) the contact period included a whisker-object contact following the HTO1; (7) the episode was the first

episode in a trial; (8) whisker motion during all analyzed contact cycles was unambiguous. Accordingly, out of the 51 potential first-

episodes that were included in the first-contact PTIP analysis, 19 were included in the analysis.

Single-Object PTIP-Profile Analysis

(1-4) as in first-contact PTIP analysis; (5) first episodes included an HTO1 (last episodes could either include an HTO1 or not); (6) the

contact period did not include cycles with no whiskers-object contact. Accordingly, out of 61 and 40 potential first- and late episodes

that were included in the first-contact PTIP analysis, 41 and 26, respectively, were included in the analysis.
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Two-Object PTIP Analysis

(1) The simultaneous contact period included a head-turn toward one of the objects; (2) the simultaneous contact period was pre-

ceded by a contact period with only one of the objects, indicating the already-inspected object (see Results); (3) whisker motion

was unambiguous. Accordingly, out of 53 potential cases, 43 were included in the analysis. These included 35 and 35 contacts

with the newly- and already-inspected objects, respectively.

Two-Object PTIP-Profile Analysis

(1-3) as in ‘‘Two-object PTIP’’ analysis. Accordingly, as in ‘‘Two-object PTIP’’ analysis, 43 were included in the analysis.

Face PTIP Analysis

(1) The rat touched only one object during the contact period; (2) the rat switched from touching the object solely with its whiskers to

touching it with its face (lips or cheek); (3) the rat approached the object when switching from vibrissal-aided to face-aided palpation;

(4) the whiskers touched the object on the first face-object contact cycle; (5) whisker motion during face-object contacts was unam-

biguous. Accordingly, out of 41 potential cases, 23 were included in the analysis.

Floor PTIP Analysis

(1) The whiskers on the analyzed side touched the floor during the last pre-contact cycle; (2) the first contact with the object occurred

during protraction; (3) whisker motion was unambiguous. Accordingly, out of 155 (115 first- and 40 late-) potential episodes, 38 were

included in the analysis.

Calculation of TIP-Cluster PTIP

In order to avoid edge effects the first- and last TIP along the contact period were excluded from the TIP-cluster PTIP calculation. PTIP

inside TIP clusters was calculated by dividing the total number of middle (non-edge) TIPs of all episodes that displayed TIP-clusters

(n = 82 episodes), by the total number of middle contacts inside the clusters. Including also the edge TIPs gave the upper bound of

TIP-cluster PTIP.

The Model
This study was performed using an expanded version of our previously reported brainstem-loop (BS-loop) model [22], a computa-

tional model implemented in the visual language of statecharts [23], using the Rhapsody tool [29]. Two components were added in the

expanded version, a higher loop (termed the H-loop) and an attentiveness module (termed X), applying top-down control on the BS

loop.

Rationale of Model Expansion
Following our experimental results, we postulated that touch triggers two processes, TIP generation and TIP regulation. In order to

regulate the automatic generation of TIPs by our simulated BS loop [22], we added to themodel a higher loop (H-loop). This regulatory

loop allowed a fast generation of TIPs in response to whisker-object contact, while assuring that these would occur only when the rat

was touch-attentive, in order to be consistent with our empirical data. The attention-based regulation by the H-loop resulted from a

top-down regulation of the H-loop, by the second element that was added to the model: an attentiveness module (X). In contrast to

the H-loop, X responded slowly to whisker-derived inputs, assuring that TIPs would not occur right from the first contact if the rat was

inattentive, in accordance with empirical data. Once it responded to the contact inputs, X changed its attentiveness mode for a long

time, allowing fast generation of TIPs from the second contact on. X switched to its inattentive mode after several contact cycles,

consistent with our empirical data (see TIP-cluster statistics). We should note that this two-level division is not absolutely mandatory,

and the two new elements could have been combined (see Generality of the multiple-loop model). However, it is important to note

that in our simulations a continuous excitatory input may cause spurious activations of the post-synaptic cells at uncontrolled times.

Thus, avoiding the dual time-scale design and connecting the output of X directly to the BS loopwould result in spurious activations of

BS neurons at undesired times.

Model Elements
BS Loop

The BS-loop elements are described in detail in [22]. Briefly, the brainstem (BS) loop is a tri-synaptic loop [30, 31], in which signals

from the vibrissae ascend the trigeminal nerve to primary sensory neurons in the trigeminal ganglion [Figures S2A–S2F, ‘‘TG’’; termed

SN1s in 22], the vibrissae-derived signals are transmitted to second-order sensory neurons in the trigeminal nuclei [Figures S2A–S2F,

‘‘TN’’; termed SN2s in 22], which further transmit them tomotor neurons in the facial nucleus [Figures S2A–S2F, ‘‘FN’’; termedMNs in

22] that project to vibrissa muscles via the facial nerve. The FNs are also innervated by three whisking central pattern generators

(CPGs), which represent the tri-phasic CPG found in the BS, and which operate in an open-loop fashion [2, 22].

The BS-loop model consists of six types of elements [22]: (1) Neurons, which include TGs, TNs, and FNs. Both the TGs and TNs

include four types of cells, according to the type of sensory input they relay: whisking (TG-W, TN-W), contact (TG-C, TN-C), pressure

(TG-P, TN-P) and detach (TG-D, TN-D), where the contact-, pressure- and detach cells are collectively termed ‘‘touch cells’’ (TG-T

and TN-T). Each subgroup of TGs innervates the corresponding subgroup of TNs. The FNs include three subgroups, according to the

type of muscle they innervate: extrinsic protractor- (ExtP_MN), intrinsic- (Int_MN), and extrinsic retractor- (ExtR_MN) cells; (2)

Mystacial pad muscles, which include three subgroups as the FNs: extrinsic protracting- (ExtP_muscle), intrinsic- (Int_muscle),

and extrinsic retracting- (ExtR_muscle) muscles. Each muscle is innervated by the corresponding type of FNs; (3) Whiskers, which

move in response to muscles contraction; (4) CPGs of three types, according to the type of FNs that they innervate: an extrinsic
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protracting- (ExtP_CPG), intrinsic- (Int_CPG), and extrinsic retracting- (ExtR_CPG) CPG. The three types of CPGs periodically acti-

vate the three types of FNs in the following sequence: ExtP, Int, ExtR, resulting in smooth periodic protractions (triggered by ExtP+Int)

and retractions (triggered by ExtR) [22]. Each CPG innervates the group of all FNs of the corresponding type that innervate all the

whiskers on one side of the snout, to allow a coordinated motion of all ipsilateral whiskers (see Model assumptions); (5) Objects,

which, if present in the whiskers’ sweeping range, induce whisker-object contacts; (6) A manager, which acts as an external environ-

ment object that passes information between model’s elements and supports technical issues. This component does not simulate

any biological component directly.

H-Loop and Attentiveness Module

The H-loop represents the lemniscal pathways (see Model assumptions and Simulated TIP delays). The lemniscal pathways are di-

synaptic pathways [32–34] in which vibrissae-derived signals are transmitted from the TN to the thalamus, which further transmits

them to the cortex. Thus, the H-loop is composed of two processing stations: a thalamic station (H1) and a cortical station (H2),

and closes a loop with the BS-loop’s TN station (Figures S2A–S2C).

The attentiveness module is assumed to be a putative brain area (Figures S2A–S2C, X) that closes a loop with the output station of

the H-loop (H2) (see Model assumptions).

H1 and H2 are each divided into two subgroups, according to their functionality: attention-affecting cells (H1-att and H2-att), which

can affect the attentiveness state of the attentiveness module (see Model assumptions), and TIP-affecting cells (H1-TIP and H2-TIP),

which affect the activity of the TIP-generating TN-Ps (see Model assumptions; Figures S2A–S2C, pink and white regions in H1 and

H2, respectively).

The H-loop is composed of the Neuron elements that already exist in the BS-loop model, while a new type of element was added

for the modeling of the attentiveness module. The additional elements of the seventh-elements multiple-loop model are: (1) Neurons,

of the input station (H1) and of the output station (H2) of the H-loop. The H1 cells, both H1-att and H1-TIP, are innervated by TN cells

and project to the corresponding subgroups of H2 cells. The H2-att cells innervate the attentiveness module, while the H2-TIP cells

innervate the TIP-generating TN-Ps (Figures S2A, S2B, and S2C, blue- and white TN-P, respectively); (2) Attentiveness modules (Xs),

which close a loop with H2, by receiving inputs fromH2-att cells and by projecting onto H2-TIP cells. Themodel includes two Xs, one

for each side of the snout, such that each module is connected to all ipsilateral H2 stations that innervate the five rows of whiskers

found on the same side of the snout (see Number of elements in the model).

Model Configurations
Three hypothesized TIP-regulationmechanismswere inspected, differing in the type of signals that could activate the H-loop (Figures

S2A–S2C): (1) touch (pressure)-based enabling of BS-loop control (‘‘pGATE+’’): excitation of TIP-generating TN-Ps by the H-loop,

whose activity could be triggered by whisker-derived touch (pressure) signals (Figure S2A, gray ‘‘P’’), (2) whisking-based enabling

of BS-loop control (‘‘wGATE+’’): excitation of TIP-generating TN-Ps by the H-loop, whose activity could be triggered by whisker-

derived whisking signals (Figure S2B, gray ‘‘W’’), and (3) restoration of BS-loop control (‘‘GATE-’’): inhibition of TIP-generating

TN-Ps by the H-loop, whose activity could be triggered internally by X, independent of whisker-derived signals (Figure S2C).

In all three configurations, the cumulative stimulus that a given TIP-generating TN-P cell receives has to cross a threshold in order

for the cell to successfully fire. In model configuration (1) and (2), the TIP-generating TN-Ps (Figures S2A and S2B, blue and white

TN-P, respectively) are high-threshold cells, such that only a mutual stimulation by both of their pre-synaptic TG-P and H2-TIP cells

(Figures S2A and S2B, TG-P and white H2, respectively) allows the TN-Ps to cross the threshold and fire (Figures S2D and S2E,

respectively). In contrast, in model configuration (3), stimuli by the TG-Ps alone allow the low-threshold TIP-generating TN-Ps (Fig-

ure S2C, TN-P) to cross threshold and successfully fire, as long as their H2-TIP cells are silent and do not send inhibitory stimuli

(Figure S2F).

In all three configurations, the activity of the H2-TIP cells depends on the activity of their attentiveness module (X), which in turn

depends on its attentiveness state (see Model assumptions). In all three model configurations X becomes active when inattentive

to object-exploration. Inmodel configuration (1) and (2), when active, X constantly inhibits its H2-TIP cells, preventing them from firing

in response to whisker-derived signals arriving via their H1-TIP cells, and hence from their high-threshold TN-Ps to generate TIPs. In

contrast, inmodel configuration (3), when active, X continuously activates its H2-TIP cells, which constantly inhibit their low-threshold

TN-Ps, preventing them from firing in response to their TG-Ps and to generate TIPs. In all three configurations, an inactive (i.e., atten-

tive) X (Figures S2D–S2F, green rectangles) indirectly allows the post-synaptic TN-Ps (Figures S2D–S2F, blue or white TN-P) of its

H2-TIP cells to generate TIPs in response to whisker-object contacts.

Simulated TIP Delays
GATE+

Both GATE+ mechanisms generated TIPs with extra delays relative to the BS-loop model. The extra delays resulted from the extra

time it took the top-down inputs to travel along theH-loop until reaching the BS-loop TIP-generating TN-Ps relative to the relay time of

the vibrissal-derived contact inputs along the BS loop. However, since in the pGATE+ mechanism both BS-loop- and H-loop-medi-

ated inputs were triggered by touch (pressure) signals, the extra delays generated by this mechanism were larger than those gener-

ated by the wGATE+. In the latter, H-loop activation was triggered by whisker protraction, which in most contact conditions started

early enough before whisker-object contact, to allow the minimal TIP delay possible, as generated by the BS-loop model (Table S4).
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GATE-

In the GATE- mechanism blockage of inhibitory signals from the H-loop onto the BS loop was required for TIP generation. In this

mechanism, the H-loop did not receive vibrissal inputs and its activity could be triggered by X alone. When touch-inattentive (att),

X continuously activated the H-loop cells (Figure S2C, dashed green line), which constantly inhibited the TIP-generating BS-loop

cells (Figure S2C, dashed red line). When attentive, X, and thus also the H-loop regulated by X, were silent, allowing the TIP-

generating BS-loop cells (Figure S2C, TN-P) to successfully fire in response to vibrissal-derived touch inputs without further

delay.

Model Assumptions
BS-Loop Assumptions

(1) Each whisker is innervated by a separate sensorimotor feedback loop (BS-loop), to allow each whisker to affect its own motion

[17]; (2) Although each whisker has some capability for independent movement, for simplicity, the whiskers on each side of the snout

are assumed to move together [12, 15]; (3) TIPs are induced by the ‘‘E-R’’ configuration [22, model predictions]. Accordingly, ExtP-

and ExtR FNs are innervated by TN-Ps and TN-Ds, respectively (in our BS-loop model both TN-Cs and TN-Ps innervate the

ExtR_MNs [22]; see next point). Touch signals derived from pressure cells excite the ExtR_MNs and activate the correspondingmus-

cles, resulting in a small and brief whisker retraction (TIP retraction); TIP retraction activates the detach cells, resulting in whiskers re-

protraction [22, model predictions]; (4) Touch signals derived from pressure cells are necessary for TIP generation: TIP-onset time

(relative to contact-onset time) depends on the radial distance of contact along the whisker [22, model predictions], which results

from a similar dependency between the delays in the firings of TG-Ps and the radial distance of contact [35], suggesting that the pres-

sure cells activity is required for TIP generation (whereas the delay in the firings of TG-Cs is fixed and is independent of the radial

distance of contact [36]). For simplicity, pressure cell’s activity is also assumed to be sufficient for TIP generation, without the neces-

sity of contact-cells-derived signals (see Attentiveness module assumptions); (5) TN-Cs have a low activation threshold, allowing

them to fire upon stimulations from their pre-synaptic TG-C cells and to affect their attentiveness module’s attentiveness state

(see Attentiveness module assumptions).

H-Loop Assumptions

(1) The higher loop (H-loop) regulates TIP generation by acting on the TIP-generating BS-loop’s TN-Ps [37]. Although an alternative of

the H-loop regulating TIP generation by acting directly on the FN is anatomically possible (see (3) below), we don’t consider this pos-

sibility, since regulation of FN cells (FNs) is not specific to TIP regulation: since FNs activity is also required for the generation of the

free-air whisking motion (see Sherman et al., 2013), regulating their activity would, undesirably, also affect free-air whisking (and see

‘‘Generality of the multiple-loop model’’); (2) The H-loop is one of the lemniscal pathways: Rodent anatomy suggests three major

candidates to implement the ascending pathway of the H-loop: trigemino-thalamo-cortical- (TTC), thalamo-striatal- (TS) and trige-

mino-olivo-cerebellar- (TOC) pathways [38]. We chose to model the H-loop as the TTC because (i) only the TTC is known to directly

innervate the TIP-generating neurons in the BS-loop (Figures S2A–S2C, TN), whereas the others project to the output station of the

BS loop (Figures S2A–S2C, FN) [17, 30, 32, 38–40] and are thus not specific for TIP regulation, and (ii) the TTC pathway closes the

shortest (tri-synaptic) feedback loop with the BS loop, thus allowing the fastest response (i.e., TIP generation) to whisker-object con-

tacts [39, and see Generality of the multiple-loop model]; (3) The activity of the H-loop can be triggered by either whisker-derived

sensory signals or by the attentiveness module in the GATE+ and GATE- TIP-regulation mechanisms, respectively (see Model con-

figurations). The whisker-derived sensory signals that can activate the H-loop in the GATE+models are assumed to be either ‘‘whisk-

ing’’ or ‘‘touch’’: (i) the TGs that directly innervate the whiskers relay either whisking- (TG-W cells) or touch- (contact-, pressure- and

detach TG-T cells) signals [36]; (ii) these two types of signals are relayed separately from the TG to the TN, and from the TN to the

H-loop [41]; (iii) assume that either touch or whisking, but not both, can activate the H-loop, in order to compare two fundamentally

different mechanisms, and in accordance with Yu et al. [41]; (iv) assume that out of the three ‘‘touch’’ signals, the ‘‘pressure’’ signals

can activate the H-loop, in order to allow a simultaneous excitation of the TIP-generating high-threshold TN-Ps by both of their pre-

synaptic sources: TG-P andH2-TIP; (4) for theGATE+mechanisms, the choice of the specific lemniscal pathway is determined by the

type of whisker-derived sensory signals that activate the H-loop (see Model configurations and previous point): either the lemniscal-

or paralemniscal pathways in the pGATE+ or wGATE+ mechanisms, respectively; in the GATE- mechanism, the H-loop is also

assumed to be one of the lemniscal pathways (paralemniscal), for a better comparison with the other mechanisms. Note that the

H-loop is not necessary in this configuration, and was kept for consistency with the alternative mechanisms (and see Generality

of the multiple-loop model); (5) Each BS-loop’s TN station is innervated by a separate H-loop [17].

Attentiveness Module Assumptions

(1) The attentiveness module is assumed to be a putative center in the brain devoted to attention processing (but see Generality of

the multiple-loop model); (2) Rat’s attentiveness toward the object-exploration task is an internal, cognitive state of the rat, which

can be affected by whisker-derived touch signals: when inattentive to the task, incoming touch (contact) signals originating from

TG-Cs, and transmitted via the H-loop can switch the attentiveness mode to attentive. The externally-triggered switching is

assumed to be a slow process, affecting H-loop’s activity and hence also BS-loop’s activity only in the whisking cycle that follows

the cycle of whisker-object contact; (3) Rat’s attentiveness is switched internally from attentive to inattentive after several cycles of

whisker-object contacts, during which the rat is assumed to converge onto the object’s feature that it aims to perceive [TIP-cluster

statistics; 25, 38].
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Generality of the Multiple-Loop Model
Model Architecture

As mentioned, to model TIP regulation we added to our earlier BS-loop model a higher regulatory loop (H-loop; Figures S2A–S2C,

‘‘H1’’ and ‘‘H2’’) and an attentiveness module (Figures S2A–S2C, ‘‘X’’). While the former is implicated in other studies [e.g., 37], the

latter can be modeled as an intrinsic state in each H2 neuron, instead of a separate neuronal module, without losing any of the

behavior described here.

The Anatomy of the H-Loop

Among the several anatomical pathways that could constitute the ascending pathway of the H-loop (Model assumptions), we

modeled the latter as the TTC pathways, which seemed to best fit the GATE+ regulation mechanisms. For better comparison of

the GATE+ and GATE- models, the TTC pathways were also assumed for GATE-. However, the principles underlying GATE- largely

accord with the ‘action selection’ mechanism of the basal ganglia (TS pathway) [42, 43]. Execution of the GATE- mechanism via the

TS pathway should result in similar outputs, since the relay time of the H-loop in theGATE-model does not affect the response time of

the TIP-generating TN-Ps (Figure S2F).

Since the H-loop’s relay time does affect the response time of TIP-generating TN-Ps in the GATE+ mechanisms, these were also

tested when executed via an optimal loop, which relayed the vibrissal-derived signals the fastest (1 ms from TN to H; 1 ms from H to

TN). The optimal loop still resulted in persistent delayed TIP-generation by pGATE+ (Figures S1B and S1C, dotted blue), while abol-

ishing the delays observed in the TTC-loop wGATE+ model: TIP-onset times in the optimal-loop wGATE+ model were similar to

GATE- for all contact conditions (Figures S1B and S1C, dotted green), which is consistent with the TTC-based model, supporting

its validity.

Favoring non-pGATE+ mechanisms is also the case in modeling: To allow the fastest response of the high-threshold TIP-gener-

ating TN-Ps in the pGATE+ configurations, TG-Ps had to innervate matching pairs of low- and high-threshold TN-Ps. In the wGATE+

and GATE- configurations no such constraints were needed. The less-constrained connectivity makes the latter more probable to

occur during development.

Top-Down Projections from H-Loop to BS-Loop

As mentioned, we assume that the H-loop regulates TIP generation by acting on the TNs. Although it has been shown that wM1

directly projects on the FN we do not consider the possibility of the H-loop directly regulating the FN due to several reasons, as indi-

cated in ‘‘H-loop assumptions’’. Briefly, since FN cells are involved in on-going whisking control, their attention-driven modulation

should be specific to specific inputs from the TN – such a requirement has no experimental support and is thus not justified at

this stage of the modeling.

TIP Delays

The extra TIP delays generated in the GATE+ models follow from the relay time along the H-loop, whose output was required for TIP

generation. This time resulted from three model parameters. While the values of all these appear in the literature for the wGATE+

model, only two are available for pGATE+ (Table S4). To obtain the shortest extra delay possible in pGATE+, the third was assigned

the minimal value possible (1 ms). Assuming another, necessarily larger, value (e.g., 12-14 ms as in wGATE+) would have increased

the extra delay (e.g., �19 ms). Hence, the extra delay reported for pGATE+ is a lower bound. In contrast, the average extra delay

reported for wGATE+ during small contact angles is based on biological data and hence constitutes a solid estimation. Finally,

we stress that the GATE- model did not generate such extra TIP delays, regardless of the choice of parameter values, since here

H-loop output was not required for TIP generation.

Triggering X by Whisker-Derived Inputs

In all TIP-regulation mechanisms we tested (Model configurations), the attentiveness module was triggered by inputs from contact

cells. Although using inputs from pressure cells would not affect our results, the fast arrival of inputs from the contact cells is consis-

tent with the fast and brief responses of layer 4 neurons in S1 to whisker-object contacts [44].

Number of Elements in the Model
The multiple-loop model contains two sets of five rows of whiskers, representing the two whisker pads located at each side of the

snout in the rat [45, 46]. The five rows include two rows of four whiskers and three rows of seven whiskers, corresponding to rows A-B

and C-E in the rat [1A, 22]. In both types of rows, each whisker is attached to several muscles [1B, 22].

In addition, each whisker is innervated by a separate pool of neurons that closes a loop between that whisker and the muscles

attached to it (BS-loop; STAR Methods, Model assumptions [3A, 22];), and by a separate pool of neurons that closes a loop with

the whisker’s TN cells (H-loop; STAR Methods, Model assumptions).

Finally, the multiple-loop model also contains two sets of three CPGs (ExtP, Int, ExtR, see Model elements) and two attentiveness

modules (Xs). Each set of CPGs and each X innervates all the FNs and all H2-TIPs that innervate the five rows of ipsilateral whiskers,

respectively, resulting in a separate control over whisker motion in each whisker pad.

The Modeling Tools: Statecharts, Rhapsody, MATLAB
Asmentioned, themodels contain several types of elements. The behavior of each of these is described by a statechart, as discussed

in [22]. In addition to its own statechart, each type of element possesses a separate set of parameters. Duringmodel execution, many

copies of each type of statechart are generated, one for each element, together with a separate set of parameters initialized uniquely

for each element. Model execution is performed by using the Rhapsody tool [29], which executes the behaviors defined by the various
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statecharts collectively, giving rise to a dynamic simulation of the entire systems, allowing interactions between the various elements

and their behaviors, and which can change the states and parameter values of elements at run time. The values of the model param-

eters, together with their sources, are specified at https://www.weizmann.ac.il/neurobiology/labs/ahissar/sites/neurobiology.labs.

ahissar/files/uploads/sherman_tip_2017_si_model_parameters.pdf. The statecharts of the BS-loop model’s elements are described

in [22]. The statechart of the newly-added attentiveness module (X) is described below.

The Statechart of the Attentiveness Module
For the exemplary output presented in Figure S1A, one copy of the statechart was generated at the beginning of the simulation, and

the rat was initially inattentive to the object (see Figure S2G). The first contact triggered a delayed switching to an attentive state, such

that TIPs were generated from the second contact cycle on. After three contact cycles the rat converged onto the assessed feature of

the object and internally switched back to the inattentive state. The rat ‘‘ignored’’ future contacts and did not respond (i.e., did not

move to the attentive state despite contact events), resulting in no TIPs for a pre-defined period of time (minPerceivingTime), which

was set to zero in the simulation. Thus the first contact that followed the first TIP cluster (cycle 5) triggered a delayed switching into the

attentive state, re-generating TIPs from the following contact cycle (cycle 6), and so on.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The statistical analyses performed in this study, together with the analyzed variables, are specified in METHOD DETAILS. Only

encountering episodes in which all classifications of two independent observers were fully matched were included in the analyses.

None of the analyses included all of the episodes (n = 115 and 40 first- and late episodes, respectively). The inclusion criteria and the

sample size for each analysis are specified in METHOD DETAILS, Results and Discussion, and figure legends. Dispersion of the

analyzed variables and statistical test scores are specified in the figures and in Results and Discussion. Z-test was always used un-

less mentioned otherwise. The data met the required assumptions for performing each of the statistical tests performed in this study.
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